
3/1/n 

hr. James Earl gay. 65477 
Box 73 
Petros, Tn. 37845 

Dear Jinmy, 

Your letter of tLe 4th cane today. 

Mono of it in in contact with reality so there is really none of it to which 
I can respond or add to what I have told you already. 

I viola I thought there was a chance that you could sit back and take stock and 
ask yourself questions, including about your state' or mind and what you have been doing. 

You should but the chances are you will not. 
As I've said, I'm sorry about it all and for you. 
Enclosed is the lasts instalment of that stout defense of you by your new cram 

Don Freed in the Work Panther paper. 

I have sarked ay copy. The marks will show on your copy. 
Freed doss no1 may there is no credible evidence against you. 
He says there is no credible ovidence against you actiinelooe.  
This is still another way of saying you Shot Aing as part of a conspiracy, as the 

earlier piece said wit,. Jerry and zitoner and as al 
I have to go into town so I will take this to the post office and it can still go 

out today. 

You have ignored all of this because it would mean you would have to face what 
you have been doing, self-destructing. I expect you to continuo to ignore it and to make 
up excuses for yourself. 

nonetheless I as taking the time and going to the trouble to try to inform you, 
whether or not you pay any attention. 

If you want a measure of the impact Aershas has had on the major media I have had one phone call, Jim none as of middday today. A reporter called me last night whoa I was out to supper. J2e- was not interested enough to call back. a waitoduntil he was at work today. fie called me about another matter and in the course of it asked me what I 
know about Aershaw. I told him nothing because I know nothing. de has not been of any 
interest to me. 

You say that Lane is a problem for me, not you. Wrong. He and Freed are one. May say the same things about you, regardless of what Lane told lou. I have tapes of broadcasts 
he makes where he tbinka you and I will not hear them. The end of last mouth he was still 
saying the same thing an Fronds the FDI did it and you were not alone. This is no problem 
for me. It is for you. They both have proof of contact with and information from you. 
It is sonethile: you sent Freed that he gave to Lane, knowing nothing about the fact 
'mane misled the committee with and smeared their feces indelibly. 

The only new change in Lane i that he has switched bask to 'Sprague from nonsales. 
It is because non ales left him no choice. 

Sincerely, 

- aroid eeisberg 


